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For Autumn/Winter 2018 we will be featuring men’s and women’s tailoring fabrics suitable for both high street fashion and the corporate wear market, predominately in wools and woolblend fabrics as well as in polyester/viscose with bi or weftstretch. We also offer recycled polyester as well as nano finishes. End uses are coats, jackets, trousers and skirts.
Since its outset in 1882, BÉLINAC has worked hand in hand with lovers of beautiful materials, upholding their expertise and encouraging their creativity. Bélinac is keen to offer all its customers a rare choice of fabrics and colours with constant quality in mind and wide colour ranges.

If you are looking for top quality ladies lining, plain or jacquard fabrics for the trade clothing, BÉLINAC offers them in silk, bemberg, acetate, coton, polyester…

You will find in the collection chiffon, ponges, satins, taffetas, organzas, crepes, douppions and stretch fabrics.

Discover a unique service with delivery by piece and cut-length within 48/72h from orders of one meter.
Located in the Champain region, near the city of Troyes, major textile pole for the 19th century, the BUGIS GROUP specialized in the manufacturing of high-technology knitted fabric for the fashion, the protection of the person and equipments for the medical sector.

Know how to anticipate and take advantage of the technological evolutions at the time of globalization is essential. So, by using successful production tools, the Bugis group applies these to the whole manufacturing process, so as to make it extremely competitive.

This season, we developed some Jerseys in melange with linen and with silk. We also have mini Jerseys Jacquard with fancy yarn or Bouclettes Jacquard. From other part, we developed big selection of Fancy or classical Fleeces, some quilted, some Milanos, some Interlocks in Combed Cotton, in melange ou organic Cotton.

• Circular knitting
CAP SUD J3 proposes you lace collection trims galoon and all over rigid or elastane for lingerie and ready to wear.

White, black and off white colors are available on stock. Special dyeing service small quantity. Very reactive service.

FLOCKED DESIGN ON FABRICS
DEVEAUX
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www.deveaux.com

- Fancy / colour woven / prints / knits

Jerseys, yarn-dyed, Jacquard and prints, digital printing.
Confinement possibility.
Woven fabrics (yarn-dyed, Jacquards, plains, Dobby).
Family run French Jacquard mill, based in Lyon since 1937. Dutel is a fully vertical mill and are able to develop your own designs/ colors and qualities very quickly. Many customers utilize us for our skill and speed in developing their own design developments, and vintage fabrics from bought garments/ images. Our main range collection is very popular due to its diversity and luxury, sophisticated hand-writing. The designs vary from large scale placement Jacquards to mini textures and can use a wide variety of fancy yarns, metallic, textured, bouclé and techniques depending on your design and budget requirement. DUTEL CREATION specializes in fabric for Womenswear, but we also develop for menswear and accessories.
HENITEX is a specialist in knitted fabric for womenswear proposing a wide range of creative articles and designs: Fancy jacquards (double face, lace, ottoman, placed and all over…). Plains: ottoman, ribs, mélange, semi plains, coated, milano, textured. Stripes: engineered. Prints: inkjet.

FOR SKIRT, TOPS, JACKET, DRESS, ACTIVE WEAR, SPORTS…

Our second line, Opaline, aimed for higher end customers is made of more delicate fibers (wool, silk, linen, modal). Our main line uses mainly viscose, cotton, polyester and polyamide (swimwear articles possible).

Our strength: If needed we have the possibility to develop your own design, own colors, own articles.

We have a new line, BELTECH, which is specialized in technical items (medical, 3D).

• Fancy / colour woven / prints / knits
We design, develop and produce in house; fancy tweed, luxury natural fibres (wool, cashmere, mohair, alpaca) meltons and velours, breton stripes, lenoweaves, circular knitted fabrics for men and women ready-to-wear, knit back shearlings and a high range fashion fabrics. 100% designed and made in France in our factories.

We offer you more than 150 years of know-how to meet your requirements and help to create unique and personalized designs.

Don’t hesitate to visit our company which has been granted EPV (Living Heritage Company) status, thanks to our current and historical excellence, traditional industrial skills and importance in French textiles.
MALFROY MILLION silk maker & creator, has built a reputation for the quality and distinction of their products. This family business has carried since 1939 the spirit and the experience of the Lyon silk makers. Working with many different mills in the Rhône-Alpes region offers a large choice of innovative products.

Twice a year the company offers 2 fabrics and 2 scarves collections, both dedicated to the fashionable women. Their fabrics and scarves mix art and technique making them all the more attractive and modern. Malfroy million has chosen from the outset, to work with natural fibers like Silk, Wool, cashmere, Cotton and Linen thus positioning itself at the high-end side of the market both in France and abroad.
MALHIA KENT manufactures highly creative fabrics directed to Haute Couture and top-of-the range brands. All our fabrics are designed and made in France. Thanks to a highly qualified creative team, Malhia Kent is able to meet any fabric challenge. Every fabric is customizable.
Collection in 3 lines:
A range of Jacquard fabrics and jerseys, stretches and/or non-stretches, structured, fancy and coordinated plains on fashion qualities for women ready-to-wear and children wear.

A complete and patented range of organic and sustainable fabrics and jerseys “ORGANIC” made in France in total accordance with International social and environmental rules.
An Exclusive and Timeless range with more sophisticated, classical and plain qualities.

Our little Bonus:
Customizing – Exclusivity on design and Fabrics
Special customer’s developments on Jacquard and Jerseys and fabrics are possible.
Creation and Production exclusively made in France and in Europe.

Fall-Winter 18/19 Collection:
Beautiful looking on beautiful fabric qualities
Contemporary Jacquards,
Structured with matt / glossy effects,
Light stretches,
Volume effects,
with some here and there lurex touches.

PASTELS SAS
1229 route de Bourgoin
ZA La Chaplanière
38440 ARTAS
France
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Carla MENDES
France/Export Commercial
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www.pastels.fr

- Fancy / colour woven / prints / knits
Silky and fluid, highly feminine fabrics in different weights. Subtle sheen, moving surface make them looking like delicate metal sheets. Pearlescent light reflection inspired by high technology, prints on “metal looking” fabrics create futuristic clothes. Rustic or washed down wool, linen or Tencel with springy handfeel… Mat, crêpe, drapy or compact plain fabrics, colourful jacquards are in fashion and about to become the new basics.

• Fancy / colour woven / prints / knits
Fabrics for womenswear / lingeries
Our collection is based on many different plain fabrics knitted and woven with no minimum by colors. Each quality has a color card. We are also producing lace fabrics and Jacquards fabrics. Our fabrics have no minimum for production apart special colors.

PICHAT-CHALEARD AMATISS
35 chemin des Aulnes
69570 DARDILLY
France
Ph.: +33 (0)4 72 52 13 13

Marc AZOUYAN
Manager
Cel.: +33 (0)6 47 98 69 99
marc.azouyan@orange.fr

AGENTS IN UK
STERNTEX

Paul STERN
Ph.: +44 7767 420 744
sterntex@aol.com

• Fancy / colour woven / prints / knits
Since 1994, PRINTLAND is a french mill specialised in textile printing.

Our team is creative and reactive.
Each year, more than 700 designs are created and produced in France and distributed all around the world.

Our know-how:
To design, engrave, weave, knit, dye, print, wash, crease, blister.

Our values:
To discover, listen, share, think, adapt, create and respect.

FW18 collection
Discover new refined prints for babies and little girls on cotton qualities or choose playful bright colors designs on polyester.

NEW IN : Some very cute hight end jacquards made in France !!
SFATE ET COMBIER / GUIGOU
Booth N3

An industry-recognised «chiffon expert», Sfate & Combier is also famous for its fabric grades in satin, organza and shimmering chiffon, to name just a few. We offer a bold and varied palette of colorways in these permanent grades with a service stock. Every year, we create close on 2,000 new fabric designs: new plains weaves, novelty jacquard fabric.

Guigou is the «Rolls Royce» of Jersey fabrics, boasting unrivalled knowledge and expertise in the manufacture of tubular, run-resistant knit. We work with a full range of natural and synthetic materials, and also develop several materials in collaboration with the leading luxury brands. Our collections invite you to explore our extensive range of designs from the lightest to the heaviest, and the most luxurious to the most technical of fabrics.

Our core business area is the haute couture, fashion designer and high-end ready-to-wear clothing market.

SFATE ET COMBIER / GUIGOU
23 rue Louis Le Grand
75002 PARIS
Ph.: +33 (0)1 47 42 03 50

Giacomo BOLOGNA
Commercial
Cel.: +33 (0)6 23 77 73 67
gbologna@sfate-guigou.com

David BOUCHARDEAU
Commercial
Cel.: +33 (0)6 19 92 43 93
dbouchardeau@guigou.fr

AGENTS IN UK
HATTON TEXTILES
Park Studios / Green Meadows,
Vine Grove, Hillingdon,
Middlesex, UB10 9LW
Ph.: +44 7932 785 796

Andrzej WROBLEWSKI
info@hatton-textiles.co.uk

www.sfate-et-combier.fr
www.guigou.fr
In its historic Calais and Caudry factories in northern France, Sophie Hallette weaves tulles and laces on hundred-year-old Bobinet and Leavers looms. Each creation, drawn from the House’s heritage or inspired by l’air du temps, illustrates the mastery, inventiveness and radiance of a company that has inspired couturiers, creators and costume designers from around the world since 1887.

From Africa to Scandinavia in passing by Paris, this season Sophie Hallette and Riechers Marescot invite you on an imaginary voyage from the distant South to the far North. Technology and craftsmanship coexist in an Autumn-Winter 2018 collection of saturated colors, structured geometry, opulent ornaments, rich motifs and pared-down designs. Indulge in a sensory voyage through time and space to the frontiers of dreams …
TEXTILE, OUR JOB, OUR PASSION
SPRINTEX is specialized in prints (rotary & inkjet prints), and offers new designs each week.

Fashion for ladieswear, kids and menswear. You will find at Sprintex the fabrics to build your own collection.

SPRINTEX
1900 route de Frans
BP 448
69400 Villefranche-sur-Saône
France
Ph.: +33 (0)4 74 02 27 50
Fax: +33 (0)4 74 02 27 41

Isabelle FIRMANN
isabelle.firmann@sprintex.com

AGENTS IN UK
COMBINED TRADING IMPORT LTD
9 Hewett Street
LONDON EC2A 3NN
Ph.: +0207 739 0551
(Ext 210,220,242)
combinedtrading@aol.com

www.sprintex.com

• Fancy / prints / knits / jacquards
A large collection of fancy jacquards and novelty weaves for mid and top-of-the-range Women and Children’s market.

Specific ranges for Dressy, Casual and Citywear: refined multicolored stripes, elegant and preppy flowers, ethnochic patterns, denim look jacquards…
Wide collection of exclusive patterns, archives and possibility to develop specific designs and colours.

ULLYSE PILA/ REYNAUD REXO

Booth C6

ULLYSE PILA / REYNAUD REXO
13 rue des Aulnes
69760 LIMONEST
France
Ph.: +33 (0)4 37 46 17 30
Fax: +33 (0)4 37 46 17 35

Christophe JACQUES
CEO

www.ulyssepila.org

• Fancy / colour woven / prints / knits
French mill specialized in corduroy fabrics, dyeing and finishing: elaborate corduroy, flats and sportswear fabrics using natural fibres mixed with viscose, linen, lyocell. Pigment dye, two tones and coating and printing.

VELCOREX SINCE 1828
14 rue du Commandant Marceau
68550 Saint-Amarin
France
Ph.: +33 (0)3 89 28 20 00
Fax: +33 (0)1 57 67 92 10

Christophe BITTON
christophe.bitton@velcorex.fr

Agents in UK
ANDREW MOSS AGENCIES
Minerva House, Bordyke,
Tonbridge, Kent,TN91NP
Ph.: +017 32 77 38 88
Cel.: +078 01 10 67 62

www.velcorex.fr

• Velvet / Sportswear fabrics
Business France is the national agency supporting the international development of the French economy, responsible for fostering export growth by French businesses, as well as promoting and facilitating international investment in France.

It promotes France’s companies, business image and nationwide attractiveness as an investment location, and also runs the VIE international internship program. Founded on January 1, 2015 through a merger between UBIFRANCE and the Invest in France Agency, Business France has 1,500 personnel, both in France and in 70 countries throughout the world, who work with a network of public- and private-sector partners.
Welcome TO FRANCE
HELPING YOU TO SETTLE IN
SAVE TIME MOVING. ENJOY LIVING.
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Contact in France - Head office in Paris
77 boulevard Saint-Jacques
75014 PARIS

Evelyne PERREY-PLANCHE
Project Manager
+33 (0)1 40 73 38 49
evelyne.perrey@businessfrance.fr

Créative France is an unconventional campaign that enhance France’s economic attractiveness and image abroad. The purpose of the campaign is to highlight our country’s full range of strengths, skills and savoir-faire. For more information: creative.businessfrance.fr